Trumpet-like instruments have historically been used as signalling devices in battle or hunting, with examples dating back to at least 1500 BCE. They began to be used as musical instruments only in the late 14th or early 15th century.

Since the late 19th century, the trumpet has become a staple in musical culture, especially in jazz. Learning the trumpet successfully takes years of dedication and hard work. Trumpet players are as varied as sax players. However, a large number of them are male, although there are still some really amazing female players out there. Because of this, it is a well-known fact that most trumpet players tend to be egotistical not only because so many of them are male, but also...

Abstract
As a perpetual student of the trumpet's history, pedagogy, and literature, I always try to find new resources and pieces to learn in order to effectively perform and teach at a high level. My dissertation focuses on major American works for the instrument. Through my selection of characteristic repertoire, I explore pieces that provide landmark examples of the evolution of American trumpet music. The organization of my recitals is chronological. My first recital features music from the early twentieth century (1912-1951), the second features music from the middle of the twentieth century (1956-1988), and the third features music from the late twentieth century to the present (1992-2013). My dissertation includes music other than pieces for solo trumpet and piano. While six of my pieces are for this instrumentation, one is for cornet and piano (originally for cornet and band), one is for flugelhorn and piano, five are chamber works involving various instrument combinations including strings and percussion, one is for unaccompanied trumpet and one is for unaccompanied flugelhorn. Performance and careful analysis of these works reveal certain trends in American trumpet music of the past century. Many of the pieces included here contain elements of jazz such as ragtime rhythms, wa wa effects, and stylistic inflections. Other pieces show a strong influence from Aaron Copland's compositional style. His penchant for quartal and quintal harmony has become synonymous with the American sound; other composers such as Halsey Stevens, Kent Kennan, Eric Ewazen, and Jim Stephenson have used similar musical material in the works I have selected.
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because the trumpet is a loud Choose from 19th-Century sheet music for such popular songs as Ave Maria, Op. 52, No. 6 - Trumpet & Piano, Trumpet Concerto: III. Rondo - Bb Trumpet, and Casta Diva - Bb Instrument. Print instantly, or sync to our free PC, web and mobile apps. Musicnotes features the world's largest online digital sheet music catalogue with over 300,000 arrangements available to print and play instantly. Shop our newest and most popular sheet music such as "Ave Maria, Op. 52, No. 6 - Trumpet & Piano", "Trumpet Concerto: III. Rondo - Bb Trumpet" and "Casta Diva - Bb Instrument", or click the button above to browse all sheet music. Bb Trumpet Solo. Filter by this Title. Filter by this Artist/Show. Famous Trumpet Players Today- A List Of The Most Well-Known Trumpeters Today and of All Time. Let's have some fun and talk a bit about some really successful and well-known trumpet players. We will start with a list of famous trumpet players today and then, in the second half of the article, take a look at the most famous trumpet players of all time. Wayne Bergeron is an American jazz/lead trumpeter who has had an incredible rich music career, for example playing lead trumpet with the, one and only, great legend, Maynard Ferguson. Some Special Things Wayne Bergeron is Well Known For. His incredible upper register playing. He was the solo-trumpeter of Bolshoi Theater. Read more on wiki here. Famous Trumpet Players Today Final Words.